Adaptive Reuse and Partial Rehabilitation of Storm Water & Landscape Project Phase II at Wilson Hall Performing Arts Courtyard (Robinson Green Phase 2)

Construction Activity on Campus Summer 2018

The construction fence has gone up around Robinson Hall and Wilson Hall Courtyard as we start the transformation of the Wilson Hall Performing Arts Courtyard (Robinson Green Phase 2). Continue to check Rowan Daily Mail for information and updates on the construction project.

Project Description

The project is scheduled for June 18, 2018 through August 31, 2018. It is an exterior renovation of the areas east and north of Robinson Hall and the Wilson Hall Courtyard. The project will extend the landscaping from Robinson Hall to Wilson Hall and transform the courtyard space into an amphitheater and student seating area.

Construction Zones

The areas outlined and shaded below show the construction zones at Robinson Hall and Wilson Hall. Note that your favorite entrance may be temporarily blocked by construction activity, but each building will remain accessible all summer.
Building Access & Pedestrian Walkways

Your safety is our priority. There will be temporary sidewalks and construction signage to help you navigate the areas impacted by construction activity. The graphics below shows ADA access to Robinson Hall. Stage 1: Access the main entrance from Robinson Green while we construct temporary sidewalk. Stage 2: Access the main entrance from the west side of Robinson Hall while we finish the rest of the project.

Stage 1: Effective Monday, June 25, 2018

Stage 2: Tentatively start Thursday, July 5, 2018

The Wilson Hall doors marked with a red ‘X’ below will be blocked by construction for the duration of the project (until 8/31/18). The Wilson Hall door marked with a blue ‘X’ below is expected to open by mid-July for egress. Please utilize the entrances at the north, west, and south sides of the building.
Construction Noise

Unfortunately, construction noise is inevitable. Construction activity is limited to weekdays only between the hours of 7 AM and 5 PM. We thank you in advance for your patience and understanding as we work to transform a section of your campus.

Here is a sneak peek of what the new courtyard will look like:

Questions?

If you have any construction project related questions or concerns, please contact Jasmine Williams with Gilbane Building Company, the Construction Manager firm. Her email is JWilliams@GilbaneCo.Com.